The wall of the blood vessel structurally consists of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) 
they varied in size, and normally represented about 5% of all cells in a suspension obtained by enzymatic digestion of a blood vessel. These cells were called VICs because of their morphological similarity to interstitial cells of Cajal
, which play the role of pacemakers in the gastrointestinal tract [7] . Although the function of VICs is unknown, it is likely that in rabbit portal vein they can play a pacemaker role, because VICs, isolated from this vessel, generated rhythmical [Ca 2ϩ ]i oscillations associated with membrane depolarization [4, 8] . VICs were found to be located within the medial layer of blood vessels making contacts by means of filopodia with SMCs and other VICs [4, 6, 9] . Although immunocytochemical staining showed the expression of some SMCs markers in VICs [5, 10] [4, 8] 
Methods

Cell preparation
Right and left middle cerebral arteries were removed from male Wistar rats (250-350 g, 35 animals, obtained from our animal facilities) immediately after they had been humanely killed by cervical dislocation followed by exsanguination, which was in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 (Schedule 1). The vessels were cleaned of adherent fat and single cells were obtained by enzymatic dispersion
RT-PCR and real-time RT-PCR
Fig. 1 Vascular interstitial cells of the RMCAs revealed by electron microscopy. (A) Scanning electron micrograph of enzymatically isolated VIC and SMC. (B) Transmission electron micrograph of the cross-cut section of the RMCAs displaying a VIC (the darker cell with thin multiple filopodia). The dashed rectangular region of the image with some of the filopodia of the VIC is shown enlarged. Adv -adventitia of the vessel and n -nuclei of the VIC.
reticulum (rER), and multiple mitochondria mainly located in the nucleated region of the cell (Fig. 2A) . Numerous dense bodies and filaments were also observed. It was found that VICs have numerous caveolae all along the plasmalemma. Moreover, VICs were located in close proximity to nerve fibres ( Fig. 2A, inset 1-Z) and formed cell-to-cell junctions with nearby SMCs (Fig. 2A, inset 3) . SMCs also had nuclei often having more than one lobe and on average fewer mitochondria than VICs (Fig. 2B) , as well as cisternae of sER and rER (Fig. 2B, inset) (MC-CPA) . Firstly, the specificity of the primers was confirmed by using a cDNA preparation from rat brain tissue (Fig. 3A) . The cDNA preparation obtained from single SMCs isolated from RMCAs showed the presence of mRNA encoding only SM-MHC, which we used as a SMC marker (Fig. 3B) . Subsequently, identical experiments involving single VICs showed the presence of SMC-MHC only, similarly to SMCs (Fig. 3C) .
We found VICs to express the SMCs marker SM-MHC, but since they appear morphologically different from contractile SMCs, we studied the organization of some structural proteins in (Fig. 4A) . This protein was distributed throughout the whole cell in both SMCs and VICs, including filopodia of VICs, with a higher concentration at the periphery of the cells (Fig. 4Ab) .
Fig. 3 RT-PCR from separately collected VICs and SMCs shows that VICs from RMCAs express SMC marker. The following primers were designed to amplify genes associated with certain cell types: SM-MHC (745 bp) for SMCs, c-kit (861 bp) for ICCs, PGP9.5 (510 bp) for neurons, VEGF A (556 bp) for endothelial cells, CD34 (852 bp) for fibroblasts and endothelial cells, P4H (808 bp) for fibroblasts, CD68 (802 bp) for macrophages, NG2 (996 bp) for pericytes, prominin 1 (881 bp) for stem cells, MC-CPA (998 bp) for mast cells. As a positive control primers for ␤-actin (721 bp) were used. (A) Primers were tested for their specificity using cDNA preparations of rat brain tissue. (B) SMCs showed the presence of the ␤-actin and SM-MHC. (C) Isolated VICs also showed the expression of SMC marker only suggesting that they belong to SMC type.
SMCs versus VICs. Both types of cells stained positively for nonmuscle ␤-actin with higher fluorescence in VICs 121 Ϯ 10% (n ϭ 7 pairs, P Ͻ 0.05) compared to that of SMCs
The intermediate filament protein desmin is considered to be present exclusively in muscle and endothelial cells [23] . Desmin is also absent in fibroblasts and myofibroblasts [24] , which can be morphologically similar to our VICs. Labelling a single cell suspension for desmin revealed significantly higher fluorescence in VICs, with an average of 510 Ϯ 122% (n ϭ 8, P Ͻ 0.05) compared to that of SMCs (Fig. 4B) 
. The expression of the desmin in the filopodia of VICs is likely to be very low, so the desmin fluorescence in thin filopodia could not be detected using the power of the laser of the confocal microscope within the range of our usual experimental parameters.
We also analysed expression of ␣-actinin and vinculin in both SMCs and VICs; these proteins are considered to be important in the anchorage of actin filaments to the plasma membrane [25] . Both of these proteins showed similar distribution in SMCs where they were located mainly on the periphery of the cells (Fig. 4C and D) . In contrast, in VICs these proteins were distributed almost homogenously throughout the intracellular space with slightly lower concentration in the nuclear region of the cells (Fig. 4C and D) . (Fig. 5A) . The fluorescence of the SM-MHC was also detected in filopodia of VICs (Fig. 5Ab) . 
Because VICs from RMCAs were found to be non-contractile, we analysed the expression of proteins participating in the contraction of SMCs. SM-MHC is considered as the most selective marker for SMCs; its presence has not been recorded in non-SMC types of cells [26]. Labelling of the suspension of the cells with anti SM-MHC antibody showed no significant difference in fluorescence for SM-MHC with 88 Ϯ 20% (n ϭ 7, P Ͼ 0.05) in VICs of that in SMCs suggesting a similar level of expression of this protein in both cell types
0001) in VICs to that of SMCs (c). Staining for 'anchorage' proteins vinculin (C) and ␣-actinin (D) (transmitted light images of cells shown in Ca and Da, respectively) showed similar regional difference between VICs and SMCs in the distribution of both these proteins (fluorescent images shown in Cb and Db). In VICs fluorescence indicated that these proteins are distributed nearly homogenous throughout intracellular space (with slightly lower fluorescence in the perinuclear region of the cells), however, in SMCs they
were expressed mostly in the peripheral region of the cell. [27] and commonly used as a marker of SMC differentiation [3] . The expression of ␣-SM-actin was found to be higher in SMCs with mean pixel fluorescence in VICs of 73 Ϯ 10% (n ϭ 8, P Ͻ 0.05) of that in SMCs (Fig. 5B) . The fluorescent signal was stronger in the periphery of VICs and was also observed in filopodia of VICs (Fig. 5Bb) .
␣-SM-actin is another protein of the contractile apparatus of SMCs
A major actin-binding protein of smooth muscle, calponin, occurs both in the cytoskeleton and contractile apparatus of SMCs [27] . Immunostaining of the cell suspension obtained from RMCAs with anti-calponin antibodies showed almost undetectable fluorescence in VICs for calponin with mean pixel fluorescence of 0.004 Ϯ 0.002% (n ϭ 9, P Ͻ 0.05) of that of SMCs suggesting very low or no expression of this protein in VICs (Fig. 5C) .
Using RT-PCR from single cells we confirmed the presence of the mRNA encoding ␣-SM-actin and surprisingly, calponin in both SMCs and VICs (Fig. 6A) (Fig. 5C) , we compared gene expression for calponin in SMCs and VICs using real-time RT-PCR. The latter showed that the expression of calponin was almost four times lower in VICs than in SMCs (Fig. 6B) . [5, 9] and arteries [5, 6, 28] . Cells with the filopodia, also called as interstitial Cajal-like cells, were found in rat mesentery in close proximity to blood capillaries [29] . TEM of cross-sections of segments of rabbit portal vein [6] , guinea pig mesenteric [10] [1, 19] ; however partially contractile myofibroblasts can be found in the media because of their migration from the adventitial layer of the blood vessel [1, 24] . To identify the lineage of VICs from RMCAs we performed RT-PCR using a number of cell-specific primers, trying to cover the whole spectrum of such cells. [4, 9] .
. Since RT-PCR does not truly reflect quantitative differences in gene expression and our immunostaining data suggested very low expression of the protein calponin in VICs comparing to SMCs
Discussion
During the last few years, there have been only a few reports of the presence of VICs in a few blood vessels, including veins
In addition, labelling of fragments of RMCAs with anti-c-kit antibody showed no evidence of c-kit positive cells in the media of this vessel (data not shown).
VICs from RMCAs were found to be non-contractile cells. However, they express some proteins participating in SMCs contraction such as SM-MHC and ␣-SM-actin. Calponin is considered as a regulatory protein for SMC contraction [27] [10] .
The transformation of contractile SMCs to 'synthetic' phenotype in response to external factors [2] or in the culture [30] [31] or in atherosclerotic [32] vessels or in cultured [30, 33] 
